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P. KAMPFGRUPPE PEIPER 
ORDER OF PRESENTATION: 
I. Pine Woods 5. Village Terrain 
2. Slope Hexsides 6. Hillside Walls & Hedges 
3. Barbed-Wire Fences 7. Known Minefields 
4. Stream-Hex Terrain 8. KGP Campaign Games 

1. PINE WOODS 

1.1 KGP includes a new type of terrain representing extensive stands of pine (ever
green) woods.' On the KGP maps, the standard "woods-green" background color in 
a woods hex indicates a pine-woods hex (EX: StKK13) while a normal (Bl3) woods 
hex (EX: Sti.Ll2) has a thin black outline and no standard background color. A pine
woods hex is treated exactly like a normal woods hex except as stated otherwise. 

1.2 OBSTACLE HEIGHT: Pine woods are a two-level LOS Obstacle. 

1.3 MF COST: Infantry enter pine woods at a cost of 11/ 2 MF (3 MF for Cavalry). 

2. SLOPE HEXSIDES 

2.1 A slope hexsicte> represents an undulation in the terrain substantial enough to 
give an Up-Slope (2.2) unit a LOS advantage. On the KGP maps a slope hexside is 
represented by brown hash-marks along that hexside (EX: StG9-F8). The entire 
hexside (inclusive of vertices) marked by a slope, but not the slope artwork itself, is 
considered part of that slope hexside. 

2.2 UP-SWPEIDOWN-SWPE: A Location whose hex contains;:: one slope hex
side is either Up-Slope or Down-Slope to LOS drawn across that hexside to or 
from that hex. If the slope lines are in the Location's hex, the Location is defined 
as being Down-Slope across that hexside; if the lines are in an adjacent hex along 
the hexside common to both hexes, the Location is Up-Slope across that hexside. 
A Location can be both Up- and Down-Slope across two different slope hexsides. 

2.3 WS: Slopes are neither obstacles nor Hindrances. Being Up-Slope affects 
LOS only in that an Up-Slope Location is treated as being 3/4 of a level higher 
than normal to LOS that begins or ends in that Location and crosses an Up-Slope 
hexside of that Location.' Thus, barring other obstructions to LOS, an Up-Slope 
unit-even if not in a hill Crest-Line hex--<:an trace a LOS across an Up-Slope 
hexside of its hex to a lower elevation (i.e., across a hill Crest Line) and/or over 
(B.4) obstacles and Hindrances whose topmost obstacle/Hindrance height is< the 
Up-Slope elevation of the viewing unit [EXC: entrenched LOS restrictions would 
still apply as per B9.21, as would wall/hedge 1EM as per B9.3 (see also 6.2-.3)] . 
Otherwise, being Up-Slope or Down-Slope itself has no effect on LOS (e.g., 
slopes are ignored if the LOS goes through their hex or along their hexside, and 
also when calculating an A6.41-.43 increase or decrease in the number of Blind 
Hexes caused by an intervening obstacle). Being Up-Slope itself can neither grant 
HA nor allow an Up-Slope unit to make a HD attempt. The presence of ;:: one 
slope hexside does not change the elevation of that hex's Base Level. 

2.5 

EX: Squad A"s LOS to squads B, E and F (and to hex Jl3) is unaffected by slopes. Squad A (which is at 
Level 3) has no LOS to Level 2 squads G, C or D. Squad B has a LOS to all squads depicted. Squad B 
could claim Height Advantage only if ftred on by squad G or squad(s) C/D. Squad E can see squads A, B 
and F. Squad F has a LOS to squads A, B, D and E; however, it could see squads C and G (and hex 112) 
as well if it were Up-Slope from them along hexside Kl3-LI3. In all cases, LOS reciprocity (A6.5) ap
plies. See also the 6.2 example. 

If hexes Jll-Kl2 contained a two-hex Two Story House (823.22), Kll would be a Blind Hex to 
squad B but LIO would not be (since the building' s topmost height would be Level 31!, whereas squad B 
is at Level 33/, d11e to its being Up-Slope along that LOS). 

An AFV/wreck in Jl3 would Hinder squad A's-but not squad B' s----LOS to squad E (and vice 
versa), but would not Hinder squad A' s!B ' s LOS to squad F (or vice versa). An AFV/wreck in Hl21113, 
and/or a wall/hedge/slope along hexside(s) Hll·Hl2/Hl2·113, would not Hinder squad B's LOS to/past 
squad G. 

2.31 FIRE LANE: For the purposes of Frre Lane LOS/LOF drawn 
across ;:: one slope hexside, assume that the term "same-level" means 
"same-Base-Level". See also 2.42 and its example. 

2.4 COVER: A slope can, in certain instances, provide a + 1EM (2.41) or a +DRM 
(2.42). 

2.41 DIRECF-FIRE TEM: Ground-level Infantry in a hex containing ;:: three (or 
two non-rontiguous) Down-Slope hexsides may claim a +1 slope 1EM vs Direct 
Frre [EXC: FT], provided the attack originates from a non-adjacent firer whose el
evation advantage (if any) over that of the target is < the range of the attack and 
the attacker's LOS crosses;:: one of the target hex's Down-Slope hexsides. (A.S 
applies to a FG attack.) Slope 1EM is cumulative with no other + 'IEM [EXC: 
Mud/Deep-Snow 'IEM]). Being Up-Slope itself provides no 'IEM, does not 
negate the FFMOIFFNAM DRM, and does not affect Wall Advantage rules. 
EX: See the 2.3 illustration, and assume that the following attacks are Small Arms. Squad E can claim 
slope TEM if fued on by squad B (or from hex 112 or Hl4), but not if fued on by squad A (whose LOS 
does not cross a Down-Slope hexside of Kl4) or from Hl2, 112, etc. Squad F can fire on adjacent squad 
E with no slope TEM, regardless of which unit has Wall Advantage. If squad E is ftred on by squad A or 
F, the -1 for FFMO can be claimed if otherwise applicable. If squad E is fued on by squads A and B 
(even in conjunction with [an]other frrer[s] in 1131114/KlJ) as a FG, squad E can claim slope TEM (A.5). 

2.42 FIRE-LANE DRM: Infantry being attacked by a Fire Lane re
ceives a + 1 Fire Lane slope DRM if the firer is Up-Slope from, 31. of a 
level higher than, and not adjacent to, that target [EXC: if the Infantry 

is attacked by a Fire Lane Snap Slwt (A9 .221 ), the DRM applies ouly if these 
three conditions apply to each of the two hexes that form the Snap Shot hexside, 
as determined by the firer's separate LOS to each of them]. An Up-Slope attack
er's Frre Lane cannot affect a target that lies at a different Base Level (see 2.3) 
from that of the attacker. 
EX: See the 2.3 illustration, and assume that squads A and B each have a MG. If squad A places a Fire 
Lane counter in hex L13 (or beyond L13 along that same LOF), all moving Infantry in 113, 113, K13 (or 
114, 113, Kl4; A9.221) and L13 can be attacked by that Fire Lane with no slope DRM (since squad A is 
not Up-Slope from any of those Locations). If squad B places a Frre Lane counter in Kl4, all moving In
fantry in 113 (or 114) can be attacked by that Fire Lane with no slope DRM (since those hexes are adja
cent to the firer), but moving Infantry in Kl4 could claim both the slope TEM (2.41) and slope DRM. If 
that Fire Lane counter were instead placed beyond Kl4 along that same LOF (e.g., in Ml4), moving In
fantry in J13 (or 114) and Kl4 would be affected no differently while moving Infantry in L13 (or L14) 
would be attacked with no slope DRM (note that 114 is not Up-Slope from L13 and L14 along squad B's 
individual LOS to each of those two hexes), nor (for the same reason) would the slope DRM apply to In
fantry attacked by a Fire Lane Snap Shot at hexside L13-L14. If squad B places a Fire Lane counter in 
112 (or beyond 112 along that same LOF), moving Infantry in 112 and 113 could be attacked by that Fire 
Lane, but those in 112 would receive the slope DRM. 

2.5 ENTRY: A unit crossing a slope hexside that it is Down-Slope from is moving 
Up-Slope. A unit crossing a slope hexside that it is Up-Slope from is moving 
Down-Slope. 
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